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A hybrid white organic light-emitting diode (WOLED) with an external quantum efficiency above 20% was
developed using a new blue thermally activated delayed fluorescent material,
4,6-di(9H-carbazol-9-yl)isophthalonitrile (DCzIPN), both as a blue emitter and a host for a yellow
phosphorescent emitter. DCzIPN showed high quantum efficiency of 16.4% as a blue emitter and 24.9% as a
host for a yellow phosphorescent emitter. The hybrid WOLEDs with the DCzIPN host based yellow emitting
layer sandwiched between DCzIPN emitter based blue emitting layers exhibited high external quantum
efficiency of 22.9% with a warm white color coordinate of (0.39, 0.43) and quantum efficiency of 21.0% with
a cool white color coordinate of (0.31, 0.33) by managing the thickness of the yellow emitting layer.

W
hite organic light-emitting diodes (WOLEDs) have been studied for application in display and light-
ings, and are being used in large size TV and specialty lightings. However, current WOLEDs still have
some problems to overcome and one of critical issues of WOLEDs is power consumption which is

determined by driving voltage and efficiency of the devices. Low driving voltage and high efficiency are required
to reduce the power consumption of WOLEDs. In particular, high efficiency is a key parameter to the low power
consumption because of low efficiency of fluorescent blue material currently used in WOLEDs for display and
lighting devices.

There are two approaches to improve the efficiency of the WOLEDs. One method is to adopt phosphorescent
emitting materials in all red, green and blue colors1–8. High external quantum efficiency above 20% can be realized
by high quantum efficiency of the phosphorescent emitting materials, but the all phosphorescent WOLEDs suffer
from limited availability and poor stability of blue triplet emitters. The other method is to combine high triplet
energy blue fluorescent emitting materials with phosphorescent red and green emitting materials9–13. The blue
emitting materials are designed to have high triplet energy for energy transfer to red and green phosphorescent
emitting materials and harvest triplet excitons for red and green emission. Theoretically, the internal quantum
efficiency of the WOLEDs can reach 100% by this approach because both singlet and triplet excitons of blue
fluorescent materials can be utilized for light emission13. However, the external quantum efficiency of the
WOLEDs with the fluorescent blue emitter is still below 20% due to loss processes such as triplet-triplet fusion
and reverse energy transfer from phosphorescent emitters to the blue fluorescent emitter.

The drawback of the two approaches described above can be avoided by thermally activated delayed fluorescent
(TADF) emitter which can harvest both singlet and triplet excitons for fluorescent light-emission14–22. A blue
TADF emitter can show better quantum efficiency than blue fluorescent emitter and can effectively harvest triplet
excitons of red and green phosphorescent emitters because of theoretical internal quantum efficiency of 100% and
high triplet energy for energy transfer to red and green phosphorescent emitters. Therefore, the TADF emitter
based WOLEDs can potentially give similar external quantum efficiency to all phosphorescent WOLEDs.
Although a simple WOLED with the TADF emitter was reported23,24, the development of high efficiency
WOLED derived from the TADF emitter is required.

In this work, a new hybrid WOLED combining a blue TADF emitter and a yellow phosphorescent emitter was
newly developed as a high efficiency WOLED. A new blue TADF emitter, 4,6-di(9H-carbazol-9-yl)isophthaloni-
trile (DCzIPN), was synthesized both as a TADF emitter and a triplet host for the yellow triplet emitter to develop
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the new hybrid WOLED. DCzIPN showed external quantum effi-
ciency of 16.4% as a blue emitter in the blue device and external
quantum efficiency of 24.9% as a triplet host for the yellow triplet
emitter in the yellow device. It was demonstrated that the hybrid
WOLEDs with the DCzIPN host based yellow emitting layer sand-
wiched between the DCzIPN doped blue TADF emitting layers
exhibited high external quantum efficiency of 22.9% with a warm
white color coordinate of (0.39, 0.43) and quantum efficiency of
21.0% with a cool white color coordinate of (0.31, 0.33) by managing
the thickness of the yellow emitting layer. This work is the first
demonstration of a hybrid WOLED with a blue TADF emitting
material combined with a yellow triplet emitter and above 20%
external quantum efficiency in the hybrid WOLEDs showing warm
and cool white color. This work proved that the TADF emitter based
hybrid WOLEDs can be comparable to all phosphorescent
WOLEDs.

Results
Synthesis of a blue TADF emitter. In general, blue TADF emitters
should possess high singlet energy about 2.7 eV and triplet energy
between 2.4 eV and 2.7 eV for efficient blue TADF emission. Triplet
excitons can be converted into singlet excitons by up-conversion
process from triplet excited state to singlet excited state and the
singlet energy should be around 2.7 eV for blue emission. The
triplet energy of blue TADF emitter is higher than that of yellow
triplet emitters, which may enable the application of the blue
TADF emitter as the host material for phosphorescent organic
light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). Therefore, the TADF blue emitter
can give high quantum efficiency as an emitter in the blue device and
as a host in the yellow phosphorescent OLEDs, and the combination
of the TADF emitter doped blue emitting layer with a yellow
phosphorescent emitting layer with the TADF emitter as a host
can produce high efficiency hybrid WOLEDs without any
interlayer between the blue and yellow emitting layer.

To develop high efficiency blue TADF device, yellow phosphor-
escent device and hybrid WOLEDs, a new TADF blue emitter,
DCzIPN, was synthesized. Synthetic scheme of DCzIPN is shown
in Figure 1 The DCzIPN TADF emitter was synthesized from 1,5-
dibromo-2,4-difluorobenzene which was prepared by bromination
of 1-bromo-2,4-difluorobenzene. The 1,5-dibromo-2,4-difluoroben-
zene was cyanated using CuCN to produce 4,6-difluoroisophthaoni-
trile, which was modified with carbazole using sodium hydride.
Synthetic yield of DCzIPN was 82% and the final product was puri-
fied by vacuum train sublimation. Chemical structure of DCzIPN
was confirmed by 1H and 13C nuclear magnetic resonance spectro-
meter, mass analysis and elemental analysis. Purity of DCzIPN was
above 99% from high performance liquid chromatography analysis.

Photophysical properties of DCzIPN were analyzed using ultra-
violet-visible (UV-Vis) and PL spectrometers. Figure 2 shows UV-
Vis absorption, solid PL in polystyrene (PS) and low temperature PL
spectra of DCzIPN. Strong p-p* absorption of DCzIPN was observed
at 229 nm and weak n-p* absorption was detected up to 410 nm.
Peak positions of solid PL emission of DCzIPN in PS (1 wt%) and low
temperature PL emission were 447 nm and 455 nm, which corre-
sponded to a singlet energy of 2.77 eV and triplet energy of 2.72 eV,
respectively. There was 0.05 eV difference between the singlet and

triplet energy of DCzIPN, which may activate TADF emission of
DCzIPN. Absolute PL quantum efficiency of DCzIPN was 0.35 from
integrating sphere measurement in toluene and was 0.87 in N,N’-
dicarbazolyl-3,5-benzene matrix.

The TADF emission of DCzIPN was confirmed by transient and
time resolved PL measurement. Transient PL spectrum of DCzIPN is
shown in Figure 3. Excited state lifetime of delayed light emission was
1.2 ms from the fitting of the decay curve. Prompt and delayed PL
spectra of DCzIPN are plotted in Figure 4. Delay time for the delayed
PL measurement was 10 ms. The prompt PL and delayed PL spectra
were overlapped, suggesting that delayed PL emission is originated
by delayed fluorescence emission.

Molecular simulation result of DCzIPN calculated using B3LYP/
6-31G* basis sets of Gaussian 09 program is presented in Figure 5 to
study the molecular orbital distribution of DCzIPN. The highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) of DCzIPN were dispersed over electron
donating carbazole unit and electron withdrawing CN unit, respect-
ively. Although the HOMO and LUMO were separated due to
donor-acceptor character of DCzIPN, there was orbital overlap
between the HOMO and LUMO in the central phenyl ring, which
implies that the light-emitting properties of DCzIPN would be
improved by radiative transition process.

Ionization potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA) of DCzIPN
were analyzed using cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements.
Oxidation potential and reduction potential of DCzIPN were
1.46 V and -1.34 V, respectively. The IP and EA were -6.26 eV
and -3.56 eV from the oxidation potential and reduction potential,
respectively. Deep IP and EA were observed in the DCzIPN host due
to strong electron withdrawing character of two CN units. The IP and
EA gap of DCzIPN was 2.80 eV because of strong electron donor-
acceptor structure.

Device performances of the single color devices. As DCzIPN
showed high singlet energy of 2.77 eV and delayed fluorescent
emission with a lifetime of 1.2 ms, it can be used as a blue TADF
emitter. In addition, DCzIPN has high triplet energy of 2.72 eV for

Figure 1 | Synthetic scheme of DCzIPN.

Figure 2 | UV-Vis absorption, solid PL in polystyrene and low
temperature PL spectra in tetradyrofuran of DCzIPN.
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energy transfer to yellow triplet emitter and narrow IP-EA gap of
2.80 eV for facile hole and electron injection from hole and electron
transport layers, which enables the use of DCzIPN as a host material
for yellow triplet emitter. The DCzIPN emitter was doped in mCP
host at an optimum doping concentration of 15% to develop
high efficiency blue TADF device and it was doped with
iridium(III) bis(4-phenylthieno[3,2-c]pyridinato-N,C2’)acetylacetonate
(PO-01) at a doping concentration of 5% to fabricate high efficiency
yellow phosphorescent OLEDs. Device structure of blue and
yellow devices was indium tin oxide (ITO, 150 nm)/poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS, 60 nm)/
4,4’-(cyclohexane-1,1-diyl)bis(N-phenyl-N-p-tolylaniline) (TAPC,
20 nm)/mCP (10 nm)/mCP:DCzIPN or DCzIPN: PO-01 (25 nm)/
diphenylphosphine oxide-4-(triphenylsilyl)phenyl (TSPO1, 35 nm)/
LiF (1 nm)/Al (200 nm). Chemical structures of the organic
materials used in the device fabrication are displayed in Figure 6.
Figure 7 shows current density-voltage-luminance curves of the blue
TADF and yellow phosphorescent OLEDs. The current density of
the yellow phosphorescent OLED was higher than that of the blue
device due to narrow gap of DCzIPN for good charge injection
properties of DCzIPN. The turn-on voltage of the device was
2.0 V in the yellow device, while it was 3.5 V in the blue device
due to energy barrier for charge injection. The luminance was also
high in the yellow device and the driving voltage at 1,000 cd/m2 was
5.5 V.

Quantum efficiency-luminance curves of the blue and yellow
devices are shown in Figure 8. Maximum quantum efficiency of
the DCzIPN TADF OLEDs was 16.4% although the efficiency was
reduced at high luminance. The PL quantum efficiency of the

DCzIPN TADF emitter in mCP matrix at a doping concentration
of 15% was 0.87, which was comparable or superior to that of other
TADF emitters reported in the literature14 and contributed to the
high quantum efficiency of the blue DCzIPN device. Additionally,
high quantum efficiency was obtained due to exciton and charge
confinement inside the emitting layer. The yellow phosphorescent
OLED with DCzIPN as a host material exhibited a maximum
quantum efficiency of 24.9%, which is better than the quantum effi-
ciency reported in other work23. The high quantum efficiency of the
yellow device is related with charge balance, exciton confinement
and efficient energy transfer. DCzIPN has bipolar charge transport
properties as can be confirmed by the hole and electron only device
data (Figure 9), which contributed to balance holes and electrons in
the emitting layer. Exciton confinement inside the emitting layer by
high triplet energy mCP hole transport material (2.90 eV) and
TSPO1 electron transport material (3.39 eV), and DCzIPN host
material (2.72 eV) increased the quantum efficiency of the yellow
device due to suppression of non-radiative decay of the yellow triplet
emitter. Additionally, efficient energy transfer with an energy trans-
fer efficiency of 97% at 3% doping concentration also played an
important role of increasing the quantum efficiency. From this result,
it can be concluded that DCzIPN effectively harvested triplet emis-
sion of yellow triplet emitter without triplet exciton quenching.

Electroluminescence (EL) spectra of the blue and yellow OLEDs
are shown in Figure 10. EL peak maximum of the DCzIPN blue
device was 462 nm with a color coordinate of (0.17, 0.19) and single
emission peak with little vibrational emission peak was observed by
DCzIPN. The yellow phosphorescent device showed an emission
peak at 558 nm with a shoulder at 585 nm and the color coordinate
of the device was (0.48, 0.51). Both blue and yellow devices showed
pure emission of dopant materials without any emission from host
materials.

Figure 3 | Transient PL decay curve for delayed emission of DCzIPN
dispersed in polystyrene. Excitation wavelength was 355 nm.

Figure 4 | Prompt and delayed PL spectra of DCzIPN. Delay time was

10 ms.

Figure 5 | HOMO and LUMO electron distribution of DCzIPN.

Figure 6 | Chemical structures of the organic materials used in the device
fabrication.
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Device performances of the hybrid white OLEDs. As DCzIPN
showed high quantum efficiency in blue TADF OLEDs and yellow
phosphorescent OLEDs, hybrid WOLEDs were developed by
stacking the blue TADF OLED and the yellow phosphorescent
OLEDs without any interlayer which is commonly used for the
hybrid WOLEDs. The interlayer can be omitted because DCzIPN
was proven to be effective as both a blue emitter and a host for a
yellow emitter. There would be little non-radiative quenching
process between the blue and yellow emitting layers as the
emission energy of DCzIPN is effectively transferred to the yellow
triplet emitter. Two devices with three emitting layers (Device I and
II) with the yellow emitting layer embedded in the blue emitting layer
were fabricated to manage the emission color of the WOLEDs. Basic
device structure of WOLEDs was ITO (150 nm)/PEDOT:PSS
(60 nm)/TAPC (20 nm)/mCP (10 nm)/mCP:DCzIPN (15-x/
2 nm)/DCzIPN:PO-01 (x nm)/mCP:DCzIPN (15-x/2 nm)/TSPO1
(35 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (200 nm). The thickness of the whole
emitting layer was 30 nm and the thicknesses of the yellow
emitting layer (x) were 1.5 nm and 3.0 nm in the device I and II,
respectively.

Current density-voltage-luminance curves of the hybrid WOLEDs
are shown in Figure 11. The current density of the device II was
higher than that of device I and the high current density of device
II is caused by higher current density of the yellow emitting layer
than that of the blue emitting layer as shown in Figure 7 because thick
yellow emitting layer was used in the device II. The luminance also
followed the same tendency as the current density.

Quantum efficiency-luminance curves and EL spectra of the
hybrid WOLEDs at 1,000 cd/m2 are shown in Figure 12 and 13.
Maximum quantum efficiencies of device I and device II were
21.0% and 22.9%, respectively, and the color coordinates of device
I and device II were (0.31,0.33) and (0.39,0.43). Both device I and
device II showed high quantum efficiency because singlet and triplet
excitons of the DCzIPN blue emitter were not non-radiatively
quenched by the yellow phosphorescent emitting layer. The rela-
tively high quantum efficiency of device II compared to device I is
due to strong yellow emission in the device II. As shown in the blue
and yellow device data, the quantum efficiency of the yellow phos-
phorescent OLED was higher than that of blue TADF OLED.
Therefore, more charge recombination in the yellow emitting layer
would lead to high quantum efficiency, resulting in high quantum
efficiency in the device II with strong yellow emission. Although the
quantum efficiency of device I was lower than that of device II, high
quantum efficiency of 21.0% was obtained in the device I in spite of
strong blue intensity, which is better than the quantum efficiency of
other WOLEDs with cool white color25. In the case of other cool
white color WOLEDs, the quantum efficiency was rather low because
of low quantum efficiency of blue devices. The problem of the low
quantum efficiency could be solved by using the DCzIPN TADF
emitter with a quantum efficiency of 16.4%.

Luminance dependent EL spectra of device I and device II are
shown in Figure 14. The device I showed strong blue emission at
1,000 cd/m2, but it was reduced at 100 cd/m2 and 5,000 cd/m2 by the
recombination zone shift at different luminances. In the case of
device II, weak blue emission was observed at 1,000 cd/m2 and strong

Figure 7 | Current density-voltage-luminance curves of blue TADF and
yellow phosphorescent OLEDs.

Figure 8 | Quantum efficiency-luminance curves of blue TADF and
yellow phosphorescent OLEDs.

Figure 9 | Current density-voltage curves of hole only and electron only
devices of DCzIPN.

Figure 10 | EL spectra of blue TADF and yellow phosphorescent OLEDs.
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blue emission was detected at 100 cd/m2 and 5,000 cd/m2 due to
recombination zone change.

Discussion
The DCzIPN TADF emitter was designed to have donor-acceptor
structure to reduce the singlet-triplet energy gap for efficient reverse
intersystem crossing and to emit blue color by attaching two carba-
zoles to isophthalonitrile. The donor-acceptor structure of DCzIPN
enabled the fabrication of blue TADF emitter with high quantum
efficiency. Although blue emitters with similar molecular structures
with two CN and two carbazole units were reported, the quantum
efficiency was low and pure blue emission was not observed14.
However, current molecular design with two CN units and two car-
bazole units at meta position of benzene resulted in high quantum
efficiency of 16.4% and deep blue color coordinate of (0.17, 0.19) with
a peak emission wavelength of 462 nm.

The DCzIPN TADF emitter could also function as a host material
for PO-01 triplet emitter by harvesting triplet excitons due to high
triplet energy and increasing recombination efficiency owing to
donor-acceptor structure. The quantum efficiency of the
DCzIPN:PO-01 device could approach the highest external quantum
efficiency of the PO-01 device. Therefore, the DCzIPN was effective
both as a TADF emitter and triplet host material for phosphorescent
OLEDs.

The dual function of DCzIPN as a TADF emitter and a triplet host
is useful to develop white OLEDs because the device structure can be
simplified by decreasing the number of materials used in the device
structure. In the two color white OLED structure, DCzIPN can play a

role of deep blue emitter and a host for a yellow phosphorescent
emitter. Therefore, a novel white OLED device architecture with
DCzIPN both in the blue and yellow emitting layers could be
developed without any interlayer.

The quantum efficiency value obtained in the new white OLED
structure is much better than that of other hybrid WOLEDs25 and is
even better than that of all phosphorescent WOLEDs26,27. The simple
change of the emitting layer thickness in the WOLEDs with the
yellow phosphorescent OLED sandwiched between the DCzIPN

Figure 11 | Current density-voltage-luminance curves of hybrid
WOLEDs with different yellow emitting layer thicknesses.

Figure 12 | Quantum efficiency-luminance curves of hybrid WOLEDs
with different yellow emitting layer thicknesses.

Figure 13 | EL spectra of hybrid WOLEDs with different yellow emitting
layer thicknesses.

Figure 14 | EL spectra of hybrid WOLEDs according to the luminance of
the devices.
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TADF blue OLEDs could manage the emission spectrum of
WOLEDs from cool white to warm while achieving high quantum
efficiency in the hybrid OLEDs Therefore, the combination of the
blue TADF device and yellow phosphorescent OLED device was
effective to improve the quantum efficiency and manage the color
coordinate of WOLEDs. This is the first report achieving above 20%
external quantum efficiency in the hybrid white organic light-emit-
ting diodes with both cool and white color.

In conclusion, high efficiency hybrid WOLEDs with a new
DCzIPN blue emitter both as a blue TADF emitter and a host for
yellow phosphorescent triplet emitter were developed by embedding
the yellow phosphorescent emitting layer inside the blue TADF emit-
ting layer. The change of the thickness of the yellow emitting layer
could manage the EL emission spectra of the WOLEDs from cool
white to warm white. High quantum efficiency of 21.0% with a color
coordinate of (0.31, 0.33) was achieved in the cool white color
WOLED and high quantum efficiency of 22.9% with a color coord-
inate of (0.39, 0.43) was obtained in the warm white color WOLED.
The quantum efficiency of the hybrid WOLEDs realized in this work
was better than that of other hybrid WOLEDs fabricated using fluor-
escent blue emitting materials and was comparable to that of all
phosphorescent WOLEDs. Therefore, the hybrid WOLED with the
TADF and phosphorescent emitters can be an alternative for the
conventional hybrid WOLEDs and all phosphorescent WOLEDs
to enhance the quantum efficiency of the WOLEDs.

Methods
Synthesis of 1,5-Dibromo-2,4-difluorobenzene. A solution of bromine (22.6 g,
142 mmol) in dichloromethane (30 mL) was added dropwisely to a mixture of 1-
bromo-2,4-difluorobenzene (25.0 g, 130 mmol), iron power for electrolytic grade
(2.0 g) and dichloromethane (30 mL). The reaction mixture was boiled overnight
with stirring and then cooled to room temperature. The mixture was poured into a
10% solution of Na2S2O5 (150 mL). The mixture was washed with distilled water and
then extracted using dichloromethane (100 ml). The mixture was purified by column
chromatography on silica gel using n-hexane as an eluent. The white needle form
product was obtained (35.21 g, 94% yield).

1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3): d 7.76 (t, J57.3 Hz, 1H), 7.00 (t, J58.3 Hz, 1H). MS
(FI) m/z 271 [M1].

Synthesis of 4,6-difluoroisophthaonitrile. To a solution of 1,5-dibromo-2,4-
difluorobenzene (10.5 g, 38 mmol) in dimethylformamide (80 mL) was added
copper(I) cyanide (8.0 g, 88 mmol). The solution was refluxed overnight. The
reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature and passed through a filter and
then concentrated under reduced pressure. The mixture was extracted with
dichloromethane and then purified by column chromatography on silica gel using n-
hexane/dichloromethane as an eluent. A white powdery product was obtained (3.2 g,
50% yield).

1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3): 8.04 (t, J 5 6.8 Hz, 1H), 7.24 (t, J58.5Hz, 1H), MS
(FI) m/z 164 [M1].

Synthesis of DCzIPN. Sodium hydride (60% in oil, 1.2 g, 24 mmol) was washed with
hexane three times and the washed sodium hydride was added to a stirred solution of
9H-carbazole (3.1 g, 18 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (50 mL) under a nitrogen
atmosphere at room temperature. After stirring for 30 min, 4,6-
difluoroisophalonitrile (1.0 g, 6.1 mmol) was added. The reaction mixture was
stirred at room temperature overnight. The reaction was quenched with methanol
and water, and the solution was washed with distilled water three times. After
extraction using dichloromethane, the mixture was purified by column
chromatography on silica gel using chloroform/n-hexane as an eluent. The greenish
yellow product was purified again by sublimation. A greenish yellow product was
obtained (2.3 g, 82% yield).

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): d 8.46 (s, 1H), 8.14 (d, J57.2 Hz, 3H), 7.94 (s, 1H),
7.50-7.46 (m, 3H), 7.40-7.35 (m, 10H) 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): d 145.88, 140.84,
139.73, 129.49, 126.81, 124.78, 122.28, 121.05, 114.30, 111.43, 109.86, MS (FAB) m/z
459 [(M1H)1]. Analysis (calculated for C32H18N4) : C, 83.82; H, 3.96; N, 12.22.
Found : C, 83.69; H, 3.96; N, 12.11.

Device fabrication. Device structure of the blue and yellow devices was ITO
(150 nm)/PEDOT:PSS (60 nm)/TAPC (20 nm)/mCP (10 nm)/mCP:DCzIPN or
DCzIPN:PO-01 (25 nm)/TSPO1 (35 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (200 nm). The doping
concentrations of DCzIPN and PO-01 were 5 wt% and 15 wt%, respectively. Hybrid
WOLEDs had device structures of ITO (150 nm)/PEDOT:PSS (60 nm)/TAPC
(20 nm)/mCP (10 nm)/mCP:DCzIPN (5 nm)/DCzIPN:PO-01 (1.5 nm)/
mCP:DCzIPN (23.5 nm)/TSPO1 (35 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (200 nm) (device I) and
ITO (150 nm)/PEDOT:PSS (60 nm)/TAPC (20 nm)/mCP (10 nm)/mCP:DCzIPN

(13.5 nm)/DCzIPN:PO-01 (3.0 nm)/mCP:DCzIPN (13.5 nm)/TSPO1 (35 nm)/LiF
(1 nm)/Al (200 nm) (device II). The doping concentrations of DCzIPN and PO-01
were 5 wt% and 15 wt%, respectively. All devices were prepared by vacuum thermal
evaporation process except for the PEDOT:PSS layer which was formed by spin
coating process. Doping concentration of the dopant materials was controlled by
changing the relative deposition rate of host and dopant materials. After deposition of
LiF and Al, the OLEDs were encapsulated inside glove box using a glass cover with a
CaO getter attached. The encapsulation glass and the substrate were sealed using
epoxy adhesive by ultraviolet curing process.

Measurements. All device performances were measured in ambient condition using
the encapsulated devices. Keithley 2400 source measurement unit and CS 1000
spectroradiometer were used for the measurement of current density-voltage-
luminance characteristics of the fabricated devices. Quantum efficiency of the devices
was calculated by assuming Lambertian distribution of light emission. Transient PL
and time resolved PL data were obtained using an optical measurement system
equipped with a pulsed Nd-YAG laser (355 nm) and an intensified charge-coupled
device (ICCD) detector. Chemical characterization method of the synthesized
compound was the same as that reported in our previous work28.
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